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About This Game

Please note that NEKOPARA Vol. 0 is a fandisc for NEKOPARA Vol. 1

What's NEKOPARA? Why, it's a cat paradise!

This is a story just before Kashou opened "La Soleil".

The eldest daughter of the Minaduki household and their 6 catgirls go to wake up their master; prepare breakfast; clean up the
house; go out on a walk; make dinner; take a bath; sleep together; et cetera, et cetera.

Enjoy a page from the leisurely, daily lives of Shigure and the Minaduki household's catgirls!
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Publisher:
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Nekopara vol. 0 is a visual novel, this is a really good visual novel with cool mechanics and amazing graphics, the backgrounds
are really beautiful and very detailed, and the animations using a technology called "live 2d" in this engine makes nekopara plays
like a real anime, I highly recommend this game to otakus.

+amazing gameplay
+perfect voice acting
+awesome graphics
+outstanding main menu
+great soundtrack

10\/10. I think it's time to buy another Volume (God please forgive me for my sins). Meow? It's impossible for me to love this
game more than i do :3. D I A B E T I C. We are still waiting Elon Musk to create genetically engineered catgirls !
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